
Mesobiolift Radiofrequency System
Market Leading RF Specification

Book an appointment with your  
qualified therapist today.

Discover more exceptional treatments  
at www.naturastudios.co.uk  
or call 0333 358 3904  
for further information.

E X C L U S I V E  T O

the pursuit of 
skin perfection

the pursuit of 
skin perfection
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Frequently Asked Questions

What should you do before treatment?
You should try to avoid doing anything that will irritate  
your skin immediately before treatment. This includes 
sunbathing (natural or artificial). Practitioners are unlikely  
to treat someone who has sun burn for example, as they 
would be more likely to suffer pain from the addition of heat 
to the already damaged skin; however an established tan 
would be fine.

How long will it take to recover from  
Radio frequency treatment?
Some people experience mild redness immediately following 
treatment (similar to a sunburnt look), but this usually 
disappears quickly. Most people find that they can return to 
work and normal activities immediately after treatment.

What should you do after a Radio frequency treatment?
No special care is needed after treatment although your 
practitioner may suggest application of of soothing/
moisturising creams or gels to the treatment area.



Radio Frequency  
treatments provide  
you with a toned,  
radiant complexion  
and body thanks to  
the combination of  
state of the art technology 
and active cosmetics.

Before and After Treatments
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The Mesobiolift Radio Frequency treatments 
allow you to tighten and tone both the face 
and the body. 

The treatment combines stem cell enriched 
products and Radio Frequency energy 
technology to reach the heart of our own 
cells, helping them to awaken and boost 
collagen production in the skin.  

Benefits of Radio Frequency Treatments:  
• Brighter and tighter skin on face and body 
• Virtually pain free treatments
•  Provides similar results to surgical facelift 

without need for needles! 
• Safe for most skin types 
• Quick and effective results 

The treatment, popular with celebrities, is ideal 
to treat many facial and body conditions:  
• Smoothing of expression lines and wrinkles 
• Boosting collagen production 
• Firming after weight loss 
• Redefining and body toning 
•  Tightening loose skin on face, arms,  

thighs and buttocks 


